
EMPYRE
technology and 
innovation
Empyre is the elegant professional hair clipper ideal for hairdressers and barbers 
looking for high performance, precision and reliability. 
With its sophisticated design and high-level performance, Empyre is the 
embodiment of technology and innovation in the industry.

Practical and easy to handle, it guarantees maximum comfort and complete 
control during use. This innovative clipper is designed to offer a superior cutting 
experience, with a combination of advanced technology, optimal performance 
and an ultra-precise white ceramic blade with a Blue Titanium Nitride finish that 
ensures greater corrosion resistance and improved, longer-lasting sharpness. 

Empyre stands out not only for its first-class technical features, but also for its 
timeless elegance: Its modern and refined design lines catch the eye and reflect 
attention to detail, while the predominance of blue and light blue convey its 
technological and innovative nature.

No matter if you are challenging the boundaries of fashion with bold hairstyles 
or perfecting the details of a flawless beard, Empyre is your perfect tool.
Whether you are a creative hairdresser exploring new frontiers, or a meticulous 
barber paying attention to every detail, Empyre is the partner that will guide you 
to extraordinary results.
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 + Ultra-fast rotary DC motor that guarantees high performance with an even cut without dropping 
speed even on thick hair. 3 speeds: 6,000 - 7,000 - 8,000 rpm.

 + Steel base blade with Blue Titanium Nitride finish.
 + Ultra-precise white ceramic cutting blade gentle on the skin.
 + Ergonomic handle with non-slip finish for a perfect grip.
 + Practical central button for adjusting the blade height: cut from 0.5 to 2.0 mm.
 + Wet and Dry: it can be used on damp hair.
 + Lithium-ion battery with cordless operation for up to 300 minutes. 3 hours of full charge.
 + LED display with Gamma+ lettering in 3 different colours indicating battery level.
 + The package includes 4 spacer combs 3, 6, 9, 12 mm, oil and cleaning brush.

EMPYRE
Professional clipper with rotary motor and ceramic blade

EMPYRE

Code PTOEMPYREIT

Strokes per minute 6.000 - 7.000 - 8.000

Cutting length 0,5 ÷ 2 mm

Voltage 100-240 V ~

Run time 300 min.

Weight 230 g

Registered Design

Master carton quantity 6 units
6,77 kg. | 52,7x29,3x21,6 cm
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